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Is there a happiness formula? If there is one, we believe we have found it.
From time immemorial, we have been told to tell the truth in order to be
happy forever after; well, here it is: your own true horoscope according to
the original zodiac. If you were looking for truth, the search ends here: you
have found the Academic Zodiac.
Your true stars will help your original mind out of its frozen niche. A bit
dusty after years of hibernation, your original self bursts open within a
world of infinite possibilities. You can create and recreate events much as
you can discreate the unwanted ones forever.
Buss the slumbering princess, kiss the frog & prince charming and
welcome to your enchanted kingdom full of goodies and birthright charms.

Academic Zodiac & RTRRT
Publications
How does one find an appropriate publication? The publication of your own
choice is found by searching the lulu.com site for relevant results. The helpful site
inkmesh.com is particularly useful in determining price range, e.g. from $1622 to
$22160, or from $0 to $22.16. As concern the Academic Zodiac, several categories
apply.
a) Academic Zodiac (22)
b) Ascendant Set (16)
c) Delineations for dwarf planets
d) Delineations for centaurs
e) Delineations for phenomena and objects of interest
When it comes to Instant Magick, the acronym is RTRRT: Real Time Reality
Rendering Tools. The following categories apply.
a) Healing
b) Instant Magick
c) Initiation
d) Marriage Rendering
e) ETER
f) Prosperity
g) O5 Initiation
h) Cascade
i) Magic Wand

j) Wish Wheel
k) Reboot
l) INTEGER
m) Personal Cosmic Secretary
n) Matrix Hacking
o) Mini RTRRT Initiation
Generally, searching for a string like “RTRRT Klaudio Zic” or “Academic Zodiac
Klaudio Zic” will help you to your publication. The delineation for the object of
your own interest will be found by following in analogous fashion: “Venus in
Hydra” or “Orcus Klaudio Zic” (dwarf planet) and “Chariklo Klaudio
Zic” (centaur).
Here are some additional search tips.
a) 2012
b) Prosperity
c) Self-initiation
d) Miracle
e) UK
f) Discreate
g) Clearing
h) Nibiru
i) USA
j) Reptilian
k) Obama
l) Health
m) FED
n) Reiki

o) Joy
p) Miracles
q) Complete Works
r) New You
s) 2025
t) 2018
u) 2017
v) 2015
w) 2014
x) Apocalypse
y) AEON
z) Pegasus
aa) Cetus
ab) VIP
ac) Finance
ad) Financial 2012
ae) Longevity
af) Life Extension
ag) Immortality
ah) Summer
ai) Happiness Formula
aj) Sex
ak) Love
al) Marriage
am)Seduction
an) Catalog
ao) Services
ap) Digest
aq) Journal

New heavens open unto you.
Your soul is entering a new domain.
You are leaving all faux skies behind.
Your new shiny stars are beckoning you now.
You finally discover and therefore become your true self.
The new stars are your original natal stars: your original true self.
The authorities behind all true stars are known as God and NASA.
The new natal stars stand for the guardian angels of reality rendering.
You are an infant prodigy as entitled to and faced with infinite wonders.
You create and discreate any reality freely within your own stellar infinity.
As your new stars dawn unto you, your original self awakens with wild joy.

Ophiuchus ascendant: is there such a thing?
Yes, logically there must be such a thing as an Ophiuchus ascendant.
Ophiuchus being one of the comparatively large zodiacal stations, there is
a fair chance to obtain an Ophiuchus ascendant in a horoscope.
Remember Pluto in Coma Berenices? These were the days! Young people
might not have had an opportunity to notice, but Ophiuchus ascendant has
been available online since approximately year 1972. Only with the
expansion of Internet towards the year 1995, we have been able to satisfy a
larger public along with a more gratifying graphic set as rendered on a SGI
Indy. The comparatively “modest” 250pp incipient service was expanded to
1500pp for the inner circle of initiates. In the case of an Ophiuchus
ascendant, at least a dozen pages were dedicated to its minute analysis.
One can have three general types of Ophiuchus ascendant, plus a special
one as shared with the U.S.A.
Personal Future-Changing #RTRRT http://ow.ly/5RpTV Academic Zodiac #1622
Your True Natal Stars http://ow.ly/5RpTx Book cheap Instant Magick

Get informed as to the real positions of the planets in the year 2012.
Discreate 2012 using RTRRT.
Dedicated 2012 publications include Uranus in Cetus 2012.
A variety of RTRRT publications cover all facets of your Instant
Magick tools for the year 2012 Now.

16:22
16:22 stands for the 16 ascendants and 22 zodiacal stations.

16 ?
There are sweet little 16 ascendants rising at east.

22 ?
22 is the total number of the zodiacal constellations of the New Zodiac.

22:16
Tarot fans can easily remember the number of zodiacal constellations, since 22 coincides
with the number of the major arcana of the Tarot. Conversely, geomantic 16 is applicable
to the court cards of the Tarot.
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